T h e Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) [ll], [ 5 ] is a popular blind eqnaliza.tion algorithm. A common device nsed in demonstrating the convergence properties of CMA is the assumption that the source sequence is iid (independent, identically distributed). Recent, results in t,he lit,eratnre show that a finit,e length fractionally-spaced equalizer allows for perfect equalization of moving average channels (under certain channel conditions known as zero-f0rcin.g criteria). CMA has been shown t o converge t,o such perfect,ly equalizing settings under an independent,, plat.yknrtic sonrce [9],[4]. This paper investigat,es t,he effect of t,he distrihtrfion from which an independent source sequence is drawn on the CMA error surface and stat,ionary points in the perfect,ly-equalizable fmctionally-sampled equalizer case. Results include symbolic identification of all stat,ionary point,s, as well as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors associat,ed with their Hessian mat,rix. Results show quanfitativelythe loss of error surface curvature (in both direction and magnitude) a t all stat,ionarp points. Simulations included demonstrat,e the affect t,his has on convergence speed.
INTRODUCTION
This work utilizes the sub-channel (or multivariate) model (Figure 1 ) of a fract,ionally sampled CMA blind eqnalizer in which: sub-channel disparity exist,s, equalizer t,ime support a t least meet,s t8ha.t of the channel (as in [lo] ), and no channel noise. Under such conditions, the combined channelequalizer response H = [ ho hTLIt may achieve any parameterization (i.e. all of H-space is achievable).
There is a known class of source distributions ot,her than the uniform distribution for which CMA properly behaves (having stability of all perfectly-eqnalizable parametrizations). This term, in general, for this class is sub-Gnussian [I] . Herein we quantify how the source dist,ribution changes t,he CMA error surface. 
Thus, the total number of CMA stationary points under iid source is 3"+'.
To see that class membership defines the magnitude of the non-zero taps, note that for H E CN (3) becomes
Categorization of Solutions by Hessian
Det.ermination of the Hessian of the CMA error surface for the diagonal elements yields Similarly for the off-diagonal elements ( m # n ) , (9) All the elements of M evaluated at, a stationary point in The diagonal elements M may be described by, Off-diagonal terms are, 6, h,m hn # 0 ,
The eigenvalues of M are merely scaled versions of t,he eigenLalues of M. In this sense, we investigate the eigenvalues of M t,o ascertain cat,egorization of a st,ationary point.
Stationary Point Categorization by Class
For H E CO (i.e. the origin), we have M = where I is the identity matrix. Since )is is strict,ly positjive, M is negative definite and H =: 5 is a local maximum.
For H 6 C1 wherein the solution has a single non-zero tap element, M is a diagonal matrix with elements given by (11). The diagonal entry corresponding t,o the single nonzero h , is 2tc5 (which is strictly positive). The remaining diagonal entries have valu'e 3 -lid. The sign of these entries (and hence, the corresponding eigenvalues) are determined by the kurtosis of the source signal, K~. The cases are: ,-. As any H E CI is a perfect equalization setting we have t,hat CM,4 is globally convergent t,o a perfect, equalization setting in t,his case, duplicat,ing t,he resnlt,s of [4] [9] .
Leptokurtic: However, in cases with K~ > 3 , CMA is globally convergent t,o settings in which all taps have equal, nonzero values. Such parametriza.tions correspond to maximal IS1 settings, providing disastrous equalization performance.
Meso-Kurtic: A Gaussian source is known t.o cause illbehavior of CMA and ot,her blind equalization schemes [I] and we note that a Gaussian source distribut,ion has K , = 3.
Our work here has shown that in t,he case of l i s = 3 CMA will adapt to any parametrization on the sphere which, in general, does not provide adeqimte equalizat.ion. However, the class of sources for which this behavior occurs is much broader than the oft-cited Gaussian class. There are many other distributions which may attain K~ = 3 (e.g. let 3, = rtl with probability p ( f 1 ) = w, s1 = &4 with probability p(rt4) = " : ?) which have this extreme effect on CMA. We propose a name of meso-kurtic to denote them. The point being that, even non-Gaussian source distribut,ions may cause problems with blind equalizers. In light of t,he potential for misinterpretation, it, is worth pointing out again that we are referring to the source distribut,ion, not. the received signal distribut,ions. This distinction is important since often t,he received distribution looks Gaussian after a nowGaussian source signal is distorted through a channel with a large amount of ISI.
2.6.
The vast, number of saddle points (on t,he order of 3n+1) might lead to slow convergence. This concern is heightened in cases where the source kurtosis increases towards 3. From (16) and (18) it is seen that as l i s approaches 3 , all but one (the one in the a radial direction) eigenvalues of all st,ationa.ry points a.pproaches zero. The neighborhood of all saddle points becomes "flatter". This warns of prolonged convergence t,imes. This should be especially noted Error Surface Curvature and Convergence in cases where CMA equalizers are used in conjunction wit,h constellat,ion shaping which increases the Gaussianity of the source (e.g. t,he v.34 modem standard). In [7] it is shown that optimal shaping for a large two-dimensional constellation is close to a Gaussian distribution. So, improved source coding may hinder blind equalizat,ion a.bility and the hadeoff should be considered in the design of a communication syst,em. In [13] this issue is considered m o d y for non-CMA algorithms.
Example A: An example of convergence rate decrease due to curvature reduct,ion resulting from source kurtosis increasing towa.rds l i s = 3 is demonstrated in Figure 2 
